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Tougher Villains 

GMs of superhero games can have this problem: after a big build-up, the villain appears...and 
the heroes knock him out in one or two turns. What was supposed to be an epic battle to end 
the evening or the adventure goes pffft, like a deflating balloon.


Even though games like ICONS let you pull out tricks and stunts to keep the villain going, there 
does come a point when the players feel like it’s all “You lose until I say you win” on the part of 
the GM. 


Part of the cause of the problem is that every hero gets to act and the villain gets to act once. If 
it’s possible for the players to hurt the villain right out of the gate, then that damage gets 
multiplied...and the villain goes down for the count.
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So how do you fix that so that it looks fair?


Here are some suggestions. Use one of them or all of them as you see fit.


My thanks to Steve Kenson, Jason Tondro, and Derrick Pierce, who all chimed in. (If you 
offered a suggestion and I missed you, let me know: jhmcmullen@gmail.com.)


Making Villains Tougher 
These suggestions address the villain. At some point I’ll amend this document with things to do  
to make your adventure longer after the villain folds in the first half-hour.


Actions = Screen Time 
Theron Bretz pointed out that the character’s speed (in Champions, but the principle applies to 
other games) is the character’s screen time. Make it clear to your players that this is a big bad 
final character, and an epic character goes multiple times per page. Oh, you can dress it up 
(Fast Attack! Burst Attack! Reflection!) but basically, the epic villain goes once for each hero. If 
you want it to look fairer, most of the actions are reactions, like Reflection, which hurt the 
attacking hero.


That’s Not a Single Villain 
A way to give the bad guy multiple actions without bending rules at all is to have a villain group. 
Then the villain side gets as many actions as there are villains.


It’s a good idea to practice with the villain group and make sure that they can cover each 
other’s weak spots...but make sure that they have weaknesses that the heroes can exploit. 
Maybe they argue; maybe one of them can be bought.


Wear the Heroes Down First 
Steve Kenson suggests using ablative minions and not letting the heroes recover. If Strongman 
has to spend his determination points on stunting super-breath (Burst and Ranged on strike), 
well, there aren’t so many Advantages to go around when they face Dr. Apocalypse.


They Can’t Hurt What They Can’t Hit 
If the villain is hard to connect with (say, like a speedster with the Defensive extra), the heroes 
might have a hard time. Sure, if a hero connects or thinks to stunt a Burst attack, he or she will 
go down like a submarine. But until then... 


Other ways of being hard-to-hit include invisibility, phasing, or shrinking. A shrunken mentalist 
might well be the most serious foe your team of heroes has faced. A ghost who flickers into 
tangibility to attack and then flickers out (yes, there’s an extra in Great Power for that) could call 
for exquisite timing. 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The Villain Is Nigh Invulnerable 
To state the obvious, they can’t hurt what they can’t hurt. A character with Damage Resistance 
10 (or any power that grants Damage Resistance 10, like Density 10 or Growth 10) is 
essentially invulnerable to harm. There has to be a way to eventually defeat the villain, either by 
creating a quality that can then be used to defeat them, talking them down, or finding the 
special sauce that makes them vulnerable. It’s not a method that can be used every time (or 
even most times) but Silver Age comics stories are full of threats that seemed unstoppable until 
just the right combination of things was found.


The Dead Man’s Switch 
This is a variation on invulnerability that Steve Kenson suggested. The heroes can hurt the 
villain(s) but if they do, something bad will happen: innocents will suffer or their secret identities 
will be revealed or something specific to your players. I once ran a game where the villain had 
Duplication that only acted as a reaction to being hit. Hit him, and you suddenly have two to 
deal with. Hit each of them and you have four. Not a character I want to bring back, but the 
players did have to find the underlying cause rather than just beat-him-up.


It’s a (Moral) Quandary 
Another variation suggested by Jason Tondro is that the heroes can hurt the villains but they’re 
not sure that they should. The villain is pursuing small evils in the name of a greater good (as in 
Watchmen), or if the villain is defeated, it will have consequences such as another, bigger villain 
appearing. Like “Invulnerability until you find the secret sauce,” this must be used sparingly 
because there will usually be a character who says, “Screw it, I attack” despite the 
consequences.


“I Got Better” 
We’ve covered the idea that they can’t hit the villain, and they can’t hurt the villain. What if they 
can’t hurt the villain for long enough? This is a villain who just doesn’t go down. They keep 
pouring damage onto the bad guy, but with Superb Immortality and Superb Regeneration and 
Great Damage Resistance, the villain just doesn’t...stay...down.


He’s One Tough Cookie 
Derrick Pierce suggests just doubling the number of Stamina points that a villain has.


Finding the Secret Quality Sauce 
In all the cases where the villain is invulnerable or impossible to hit, there has to be a way for 
the heroes to win. Oh, maybe not the early battle but as the session goes on. Essentially, 
you’re looking at creating or discovering some quality that will neutralize whatever makes them 
invulnerable. 
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When I put it that way, it seems trivial for the heroes to do, and in fact you don’t want to do it 
so often that some wiseacre in your group says, “I roll to create the Quality ‘Allergic to fists.’” 


That’s not what Qualities are for. (And you’re within your rights to say “No” to that one.)


However, having the answer in mind means that you are less likely to act like this is a villain that 
the heroes will lose to until fifteen minutes before the end of the session. 


If the players come up with a brilliant idea, go with it. Replace the answer you were going to 
use with the new idea.


Two of the most memorable superhero adventures I ever ran had no punches thrown. In the 
first, the heroes decided to impersonate the auditor from Accounting (it worked in context, 
honest). In the second, they took the anti-Christ to a coffee shop and talked him out of 
destroying the world. I was not planning on combat-free resolutions, but the players had the 
ideas and I went with them.


…And Tougher Heroes 
On Facebook, Yann Eeckhoudt was asking about the perception that heroes are too easily one-shotted 
into unconsciousness. I haven’t found that to be the case, but maybe I’m playing differently than he is. 


Yann’s totally correct that some Damage Resistance makes a fight last much longer, but let’s take a 
almost randomly-rolled character: Fair Play. 
1

And on the villain side, let’s use Grudge. I’m only using powers and rules from the main rulebook here. 


Fair Play (January Last) [Origin: Gimmick]

Prowess Coordination Strength Intellect Awareness Willpower DP Stamina

5 5 4 7 5 4 3 8

Specialties • Athletics • Martial Arts • Science  
• Technology

Powers • Great (6) Nullification (Extra: Slow Recovery 
Limit: 1 power at a time) • Good (5) Gadgets

Qualities • I can make a (one-time) gadget to do that • Sucker for a handsome face • The price of fame

Grudge

Prowess Coordination Strength Intellect Awareness Willpower DP Stamina

5 4 8 2 3 4 * 12

Specialties • Science Powers • Good (5) Damage Resistance Qualities • Fueled by rage • “Grudge 
smash!” • Will not let go

 I cheated a bit: I rolled until I had Strength 4 and Willpower 4, and then didn’t change them. I might have put the +2 1

from the Gimmick origin into Willpower, and increased the total Stamina and the recovery.
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Because I’m trying to prove a point, Grudge goes first. Fair Play doesn’t even have a chance to 
put up a force field. Strength 8 and it looks like poor January is already out of the fight…but I’m 
a player and I came here to play, darn it, not be knocked unconscious for 2d6 pages. (And 
that’s not long: you can easily run a game where someone conscious keeps the bad guy busy 
while the others recover consciousness.)


So the first thing I do is spend a DP to Recover. I could do it in other ways (perhaps as an 
Athletics Maneuver “rolling with the blow,” or Trouble “the Gadget Bag is knocked across the 
room,” but January has DP to spend.) Now January has 4 Stamina, which ain’t a lot but heck, 
it’s half of normal. Fair Play switches the Equality Gauntlet to Strength. She has Coordination 5, 
he has Coordination 4, she’s got about a 72% chance of hitting him. If she does, then he’s 
Strength 2 for 60 pages. She can’t hurt him, but he’s going to take several hits to get her to 0 
Stamina again, and she has two more DP…


I put the Limitation on her Nullification so she has to choose whether she wants to nullify his 
Damage Resistance (so her punches can affect him) or his Strength (so he hurts her less). 
(Without the Limitation, she just whacks him a bunch of times because he’s got no damage 
resistance.)


But wait. I forgot to check to see if Grudge stunned her. He’s a strong guy. Back up; she’s at 
zero Stamina, and we have to check and see if she’s stunned. If he checks for Stun, it’s pretty 
likely: Strength 8 attack versus a Strength 4 person?


But stun rolls aren’t based just on the relative power levels: they’re based on the quality of the 
hit, he’s got a lower Prowess than she does (a 5 versus her 6 with the Martial Arts)… If he rolls 
a 6 and she rolls a 1, that’s 11 versus 7…it’s still not a chance for a stun. If she rolls a 1, he 
gets a chance for a slam on a roll of 5 or 6, and never gets a chance for a stun. If they were the 
same Prowess, he’d only get a chance to stun her less than 3% of the time.


If he gets a chance to slam her, he probably will: he’s Strength 8, she’s Strength 4 and she 
goes flying off to extended range. (Uh, I don’t spend my determination point to recover until 
she lands. The GM doesn’t want to see you miss the fun either, so they’ll probably count you 
up from zero.)


So being one-shotted shouldn't be that big a deal. You don’t need to have some Damage 
Resistance. You do need something that will probably work when you need an Advantage: 
either a probably-successful Maneuver or a reliable source of Trouble. Maybe your character is 
very acrobatic; being able to dodge and weave and avoid being hit is a great source of 
Maneuvers. Maybe your shield is always getting lost or your loved one is always getting in 
danger: don’t look at it as a weakness; it’s a source of Advantages. (Kinda like “Kill an orc, 
learn a language,” ICONS has its own “I’m outta DP so honey, be kidnapped, wouldja?”)
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